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KENTSTRAPPER PRESENT
NOAH

Kentstrapper will present at Rome Maker Faire the new product Noah, a device born from the 
long experience  in the world of 3D printing, that represent the solution to various issues well 
known in this field. October 18, 2015 at 10:30 am room 4 in the Università della Sapienza in 
Rome, will be held a presentation talk. During the event it will be possible to see Noah and to 
get more information at the stand Kentstrapper A10.

“With this device we aim to simplify 3D printing, solving the main issues that every users of 
a 3D printer have faced at least once: interruption of power supply, failure of printing or fila-
ment breakage, impossibility of manage the print queue.
With Noah we give a single answer to many issues.”

Noah print it everywhere

Kentstrapper Noah, thanks to the sensors and software designed ad hoc, is able to give solu-
tion for the printing process. This device allow without pc, to manage the printing queue and 
to slice the 3D models. Also thank to wifi connection it is possible to get in real time informa-
tion about the status of the printers and of the issues.
Noah manages all the 3D printers with Marlin, Sprinter and Repetier firmware of every har-
ware brand.
No app to install, but a simple and intuitive interface.



SMART GUI
One interface to manage all the functions (from slicing to printing).

PHOENIX SYSTEM
Safeguards system of the printing in the event of a power failure.

WIFI
It can be used as an Access Point or can be connected to a WiFi connection.

SHARED FILE
Noah allows to share the file between all the users.

AUTOMATIC UPDATE
The system is able to detect an update and to install it automatically.

MULTI-USER
Manages unlimited users, creating a private session for each one.

MANAGEMENT OF THE PRINT QUEUE
 Noah can manage the print queue.

SLICING SOFTWARE PROVIDED
Is able to slice your file without internet connection.

MULTIPRINTER
Centralize system for manage many printers (max. 3 printers together).

DISPLAY
The LCD Display give informations about the status of the printers and on the 
system itself.

Discover more infomations on: www.noah.kentstrapper.com/en
Media resource: www.kentstrapper.com/en/press-area

INTERFACCIA WEB INTUITIVA
Una sola interfaccia per gestire tutto dallo slicing alla stampa.


